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EX TheHopfnapm s 7552 disarmed in 194 was the first known nontrivial ett of TnSm for
n4M and came as a great surprise As it turnsout 173521 27 and y is a generatorixpanconman e www.e.scdeesneeenemauxin Hixis morphismspathsstablecategoriesrearspacesccxsader.uaueotcxptieTptisyyeafcatesories smootnmHds

ze.g.aa.noexesEthecnaincompiexcomputinsHcxA 2 Huq is a sort of linearization of homotopywhichassigns to earn XETop a sequence
Hulk cAb n o Thegeneral definition is much lessstraightforward than Tia but it turns outto be much

more computable SeeHatcher'sintroto82for an intuitivetopologicaldescription Thediscussionbelowis meantto complement it

There are three main flavors all of which agree whenever they are defied
name domain of definition advantages

simplicial DEX Dcomplexessimplemaps computable combinatorial
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cellulary ED CWcomplexes CWmaps computable
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Things get pretty technical and unenlightening especially with thelatter true so
we'll omit some proofs This is largely justified by the axiomatic characterization

of homology The cleanest statement uses reduced homology which is defined to be
In X Ker Hix Hulpti this is mild as H pt 258 Mostproperly this
is defined on EW C EW thenonempty CWexes

Theorem Reducedhomology of CWcomplexes isuniquelycharacterized as a sequence of functors
EW Ab nezbythefollowingaxioms
homotopy If Xye EW and f.gehomew XY sit f.gehomeoplXt are homotopic then
Tulf I g C homab Ink tnmi.e.incwi of a subCWa fake ftp.TTrPhm
exactness For any CW inclusion A X in EW we have paled bandaging
Tn XIA 23HI A Inez and these assemble into a longenactsequence definedon a categoryofnonemptyCw
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additivity Forany X cEW a X YeaXx X X themap aTenXx Idkea_In LX
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Ex Taking the identity CW inclusion X X we get XIXEpt The LES has
ideaca

Inca FEIN HIGH HT Cx Hi
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So by exactness 2 is te with imager so HTpt O
d I d d'sEx It is easy to make S D into a CW inclusion with quotient 13 91 5

Also tT Dd D by thehomotopyaxiom whichimplies that homotopy equivalences are carried to isomorphismsSo the L.ES has

IT Dd IF Sd Is LT Sd It Ddn n in surg n zero n
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so tTnSd Fln Sd is an so V ne27 Now the dimension axiom implies that
tTu5 I Eo so by induction theSd Is Ffa
This gives a hint of how cellular homology will work inductively given a CWmapd d ySd I Y and defining X Y ya D colin we get a CWinclusion

DdY 83X with My EDd sd 1 ESd Thenthe L.ES has

II Sd 2 HT y tT Th x t sHnsd

For n11cal or n d both outer terns are zero so inthis case HT j is an isomorphism

So it only remains to understand the portion
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Taking ta CY as gwen the main question in computing II X is understanding
the connecting map 27EttySd HI Y Then HI G Ecoker a butHTK is merelyknownto be an extension

of Kurla byHTy whichdoesnot characterize it uniquely
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Ea Generalizing the computationof HFSd recall that the suspension of a space X is
EX i 11 1 1 vx.se'd Assume XeEW Then getCW incl X CX XXI Note thatxnxx.io

cx x EXandCX pt So L.ES gives themonX 4

HT TIEN F I
so HT EX Is HT X is an isomorphism tf ne27 This is the suspensionisonmphism
for homology a a reflectionof stability fails drastically for homotopygroups

In our axiomatic character we can in fact change the dimension axian to say hTso Ao

for any AcAb This gives reduced homology wIYff E in A TICHA so Hit Inch D
and this is sometimes called integrally foremphasis It turns outthat FinkS A is determinedbyHTC I



but in an algebraically interesting way and it is better in certain situations e.g Poincare dualityfor nonorientablemfl

In fact we can remove the dimension axiom entirely and arrive at the definition
of anextraordmaryhomologytherigme The most famous example of this is Ktheory
which is beyond the scope of this course

It turns out that given X YeEW homew X Y homtoplx ll home.plliDh1py
is surjective this is called cellularapproximitimm Moreover any 2cTop admits a cwresyt.in
Cwa2 Z i.e a mapfrom a CWex that is a weatchomotopyequivalenies an iso on H tfbasepts
From this it should be believable that we can similarly characterize homology forTop simply byrequiring
that it restricts to a homology theory on EW and carries weak homotopy equivalences
to isomorphisms A weak homotopy equivalence among CWcomplexes is infact already a homotopy equivalence


